"KRIECH NICHT DA REIN!" - A NEW CORPUS OF NATURALISTIC Misperception of German Misheard Sung Speech
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ABSTRACT

Naturally-occurring misperception [1] can help establish the ecological validity of laboratory findings of speech perception and generate new hypotheses. In this study, we report on a corpus of misheard German sung speech which contains instances of misperception reported by individuals. We validated the corpus by examining segmental confusions, and word mis-segmentation. Approximately 1,000 segment confusions were found. Our naturalistic segment confusions were significantly correlated with acoustic distances ($r = 0.559$) and with speech-in-noise-induced confusions in an experimental study (vowel: $r = 0.364$; consonant: $r = 0.210$). Our mis-segmentation patterns only partially confirmed the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis [2] and findings from previous studies. While boundaries inserted before strong syllables created content words following the preferred rhythmic properties of German, we find an unexpected amount of boundary deletion before strong syllables, resulting in nonce percepts which might reflect the expectation of listeners with neologisms in lyrics [3].
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1. INTRODUCTION

In conversations, listeners are faced with the task of identifying speech segments and segmenting the speech stream they receive into meaningful words. When communication operates smoothly, one can only assume that the listener’s understanding is identical to the utterance of the speaker, but it is only when communication breaks down that we are able to disentangle what was said from what was received [4]. These naturally-occurring instances of speech misperception or slips of the ear have the potential of revealing our speech perceptual processes and have been the focus of corpus-based or experimental studies over the past years, e.g., [1, 5, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Using a corpus of naturalistic misperception of spoken English [1] demonstrated how naturalistic misperception can help establish the ecological validity of experimental studies (e.g., [10, 11, 12]). However, compared to spoken speech, the misperception of sung speech is much less well researched. Listening to sung speech is a very different activity as compared to listening to a conversation due to words and melodies being processed interactively [13]. When listening to sung speech, the nature of the context is more complex; it involves not only the listener’s immediate surrounding and the activity that the listener is doing while listening, but also the general expectation of the artist and the genre of the song containing the sung speech [14]. Moreover, sung speech is produced differently from spoken speech in terms of duration, vowel formants [15], intonation [16] and pronunciation. It is almost always masked with music, while spoken speech may be masked with different noise types.

In this study, we present a new corpus of naturalistic misperceptions of misheard song lyrics by focusing on misperceptions of sung speech in German by German native speakers. We demonstrate how such a naturalistic corpus can shed light on patterns in segmental confusions, and word mis-segmentation. We examine the patterns in the light of existing findings from experimental and corpus-based studies. Our data is openly available at https://osf.io/xajvf/ and https://osf.io/acqp6/.

1.1. Speech segmentation in German

For English, a stress-based language, it has been established that listeners make use of their knowledge of the opposition of strong, i.e., stressed, vs. weak, i.e., unstressed syllables for inserting or
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1.1. Compilation and annotation

For this study, a data set of 176 German misheard sung speech [19, 20, 21] and from three books containing a collection of seminar at Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf misheard song lyrics was collected in a linguistics For this study, a data set of 176 German mis-segmentations. Due to the tendency of unstressed monosyllables being grammatical words in German, a boundary insertion before weak syllables is expected to lead to the creation of a grammatical word [18] in case of mis-segmentations.

2. CORPUS

2.1. Compilation and annotation

For this study, a data set of 176 German misheard song lyrics was collected in a linguistics seminar at Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf and from three books containing a collection of German misheard sung speech [19, 20, 21]. To examine segmental confusions, we first obtained a phonetic transcription of the data using the CELEX pronunciation dictionary [22]. The transcriptions of the intended lyrics and the misheard lyrics were then segmentally aligned using an automatic alignment method (Pointwise-Mutual-Information-based Levenshtein distance, see [23]) that has been used to successfully align naturalistic misperceptions in English [1].

To examine word mis-segmentation, syllable stress was annotated using CELEX. A syllable was marked as strong if it had primary stress within the word it appears in, otherwise a syllable was marked as weak. Secondary stress was not marked because CELEX does not encode secondary stress and its existence is not well supported by acoustic evidence [24]. Subsequently, the data was coded manually for possible boundary misperception. Following [2, 18] we identified 1) boundary insertions, e.g., an additional word boundary in the perceived lyrics without a corresponding word boundary in the intended lyrics and 2) boundary deletions, e.g., a missing word boundary in the perceived lyrics that is available in the intended lyrics:

1. Griech - isch - er | Wein (original)

2. Die | Crew | hat | da | noch | Fra - gen (original)

3. STUDY I: SEGMENTAL CONFUSIONS

In the first study we focus on evaluating the segmental confusions found in misheard sung speech by comparing them with i) acoustic measurements and ii) speech-in-noise-induced segmental confusions.

3.1. Data for Validation

To validate the role of phonetic similarity in segmental confusions, we extracted the vowel frequency measurements of 16 vowels /a, a:, e, e:, i, i:, o, o:, u, u:/ from [27]. Ten listeners with normal hearing were tested in a close-set forced choice phoneme-recognition task. Ten vowels /a, a:, e, e:, i, i:, o, o:, u, u/ were presented in a CVC frame. 14 consonants /p, t, k, b, d, g, s, f, v, n, m, j, ts, l/ were presented in a VCV frame. Five Signal-to-Noise ratios (SNRs) were examined (0, -5, -10, -15, and -20 dB). We focused on the confusion response rates for consonants and vowels at -15 dB SNR because they are least influenced by ceiling effects and have the largest variation across phonemes.

3.2. Results

995 segment confusions were found with 212 insertions, 252 deletions and 531 substitutions. Focusing on the vowel-vowel and consonant-consonant substitutions, two confusion matrices were tabulated and smoothed by adding 0.01 to all cells. The smoothed count matrices were transformed into confusion proportions. The proportion matrices were then converted into similarity matrices using the formula $S_{x,y} = \left(p_{x,y} + 1.0\right)^{-1}$. 

Kriech l nicht l da l rein (perceived)

‘Greek wine/Do not crawl in there.’

Die l Crew | hat | da | noch | Fra - gen (perceived)

‘The crew/Mirko still has questions.’

69 data points were left for the mis-segmentation analysis.
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- matrices using similarity matrices were then converted into distance matrices but using a more appropriate similarity metric $S = (p_{x,y} + p_{y,x})/(p_{x,x} + p_{y,y})$. Pearson correlation was used to compare the global similarity of matrices. The statistical significance was evaluated using the Mantel test [29] with 10,000 permutations (upper-tailed) because sound distances are not completely independent. Our naturalistic segment distances were correlated with acoustic vowel distances ($r = 0.559$, $p = 0.0001$) and with the two sets of experimental-induced segment distances (vowel: $r = 0.364$, $p = 0.0064$; consonant: $r = 0.210$, $p = 0.0245$).

4. STUDY II: WORD MIS-SEGMENTATION

In the second study we focus on native word mis-segmentation and build on what has been shown by [18] for German in a cross-linguistic setting. In doing so, we test the predictions of the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis [2].

4.1. Data for Validation

To validate our findings we compare our data to four previous studies on mis-segmentation: [2] present natural and laboratory-induced mis-segments of continuous speech on English data and confirm the validity of the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis for English native misperception (henceforth, ENG). Using experimental evidence, [7] investigate mis-segmentation in Dutch and confirm the predictions of the rhythm segmentation hypothesis for their data (henceforth, DUT). Focusing on mis-segmentation of English song lyrics by German native speakers (henceforth, ENG-GER), [18] shows that the rhythm segmentation hypothesis holds for non-native song perception. [30] presents experimental data for non-native (English-German) and native misperception (German-German). We took the German-German data from the supplementary materials of [30] and coded it for boundary type and syllable strength. This left us with 19 observations (henceforth, GER).

4.2. Results

Overall, we find more boundary deletions than insertions (42 vs. 27), a finding that is also confirmed by [18] for German in a cross-linguistic setting (ENG-GER). Table 1 displays the results of this study in comparison to the results of the aforementioned previous studies [2, 18, 7, 30].

Focusing on boundary insertions, more insertions before strong syllables are reported for ENG and DUT [2, 7]. For ENG-GER, the same amount of boundary insertions before strong as compared to weak syllables is found [18]. Interestingly, for German, this study and GER [30] shows the opposite pattern: we find more insertions before weak than before strong syllables. Focusing on boundary deletions, for ENG and ENG-GER, more deletions before weak than before strong syllables are reported [2, 18]. For DUT, roughly the same amount of boundary deletions before weak as compared to strong syllables is found [7]. For German, this study and GER show the opposite pattern, i.e., more boundary deletions before strong than before weak syllables [30] are observed.

Inspecting the boundary deletions in our data reveals that in 20 of 39 cases the deletion before a strong syllable created a nonce word, e.g., "Flaggenhof" for "Flaggen hoch" (nonce word vs. 'raise flags'). In addition, all deletions before weak syllables in our data created nonce words (3 of 3 cases). Compared to the deletion data, only 2 of the 27 cases of insertions created nonce words.

Omitting the nonces, and thus taking into account existing percepts only, leaves us with a total of 25 insertions (4 before strong syllables, 21 before weak syllables) and a total of 19 deletions (19 before strong). However, the general pattern of more insertions before weak and more deletions before strong syllables, contrary to the predictions of the rhythm segmentation hypothesis, remains the same: $\chi^2 = 27.258$, df = 1, $p < .001$.

Another prediction of the rhythm segmentation hypothesis states that an insertion before a weak syllable leads this weak syllable to likely be a grammatical word [18]. We observe the following pattern in our data of existing percepts that is displayed in Table 2.

In case of boundary insertions before strong syllables, our data supports the rhythm segmentation hypothesis: If a boundary is inserted before a strong syllable, this strong syllable became a lexical word, e.g., “Geduld ist ungesund” (original) vs. “Der Tod ist ungesund” (perceived) ‘Patience/The death is unhealthy’. However, if a word boundary is inserted before a weak syllable, the data does not support the rhythm segmentation hypothesis: in only 3 cases of a total of 21 cases the weak syllable became a grammatical word.
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Here, the former weak syllable of the nonce word involves the creation of grammatical words in 7 of 11 cases, as in the following example:

| Table 1: All boundary insertions and deletions before strong vs. weak syllables in our data as compared to data from four other studies. Chi-square test of independence for the relationship between boundary type and syllable strength: GER (this study): $\chi^2 = 39.368$, df = 1, $p < .001$; GER: $\chi^2 = 0.30536$, df = 1, $p = 0.5805$; ENG: $\chi^2 = 22.484$, df = 1, $p < .001$; DUT: $\chi^2 = 16.208$, df = 1, $p < .001$; ENG-GER: $\chi^2 = 8.2073$, df = 1, $p < .005$. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insertion</th>
<th>Deletion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>GER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2: Boundary insertions before weak vs. strong syllables leading to grammatical vs. lexical words within the group of existing percepts only. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Lexical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e.g., “lasset uns gemeinsam” (original) - “lasst uns gemein sein” (perceived) ‘Let’s [...] together/Let’s be mean’. In the remaining 18 cases, the weak syllable became a lexical word, e.g., “Dies Kind soll unverletzt sein” (original) - “Dies Kind soll unser letztes sein” (perceived) ‘This child should be unharmed/our last’. While in these cases the weak syllable became a lexical word, contrary to the prediction, the syllable before the word boundary involves the creation of grammatical words in 7 of 11 cases, as in the following example:

3. wir fah-ren auf Feu - er - rä - dern | Rich - tung | Zu - kunft (original) |
   wir fah - ren auf eu - ern | Rä - dern | Rich - tung | Zu - kunft (perceived) |
   ‘we are riding on flaming bikes/your bikes into the future’

Here, the former weak syllable of the nonce word Feuerräden in the original lyrics becomes a strong syllable in the onset of the new lexical word and the resulting percept is a correct grammatical phrase consisting of a grammatical word and a lexical word: euern Räder.n

5. DISCUSSION

Study I suggested that vowel confusions from misheard sung speech is strongly influenced by phonetics ($r = 0.559$). This is a surprising finding, since the confusion matrix was extracted regardless of any phonological environments and words. However, vowel and consonant confusions were only weakly correlated with experimental confusions ($rs = 0.210-0.364$). This could be due to how the experimental conditions differ greatly from the naturalistic one, such as the lack of music, and that segments were spoken (not sung) and were presented in VCV or CVC frames in isolation. Despite all the potential top-down influences and the influences of music on sung speech, listeners still heavily rely on phonetic/acoustic similarity during the processing of sung speech.

Study II demonstrated that the predictions of the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis cannot explain the pattern in our data. This raises the question as to why German native misperception behaves so differently from the data in previous studies. Against the predictions of the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis, we find more boundary deletions before strong than before weak syllables, often leading to a creation of new word forms or nonces. While the nature of these nonces remains a topic for further studies, a tentative explanation for their occurrence could lie in the importance of affective signals in perception, as has been shown by [14]. The nonces appear to be more humorous than the original lyrics, leading the listener to perceiving a more amusing nonce word instead of the original lyrics. Another reason for the amount of nonces lies in the nature of song lyrics. The production of song lyrics often use innovations such as neologisms for stylistic reasons or to express certain emotions [3]. The familiarity of the listeners in our study with nonces in song lyrics might have lead them to create neologisms themselves when misperceiving the original lyrics. These results open the path for further research on the listener’s expectations in speech perception.

Taken together, this study reported on a new corpus of naturally-occurring misperception of sung speech. Despite its relatively small size and all the inherent differences with listening to spoken speech and sung speech, we demonstrated the role of both bottom-up (phonetics) and top-down (lexical expectation) factors in the processing of sung speech. This reinforces the idea of how examining our everyday perceptual errors has the potential to establish the ecological validity of laboratory findings of speech perception and generate new hypotheses [1, 5, 2, 6, 7].
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\footnote{We do not approve of the racist word in the titles.}